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LatAm Daily | In Chile surveys showed a reduction in
GDP forecast for 2016 and 2017
Enestor Dos Santos / Hugo Perea / Cecilia Posadas / Jorge Selaive / Carlos Serrano / Juana Téllez
  

For today’s MPR meeting in Chile we (and the survey) are pointing to a pause in rates at 3.5% with a 25
bps rise expected during the year. Today we will see the MPR decision in Peru, where our call is for a 25
bps rise, to 4.25%. On the activity data front today we will see Mexican industrial output for December 2015,
for which a marginal increase of 0.2% MoM is expected. 

 Chile - Downward revisions to GDP growth prospects are dragging
down expectations for the pace of monetary normalisation
The results showed inflation expectations at +0.2% MoM for February (in line with our view), while long-term
inflation expectations remain anchored to the central bank’s target of 3% YoY. Inflation forecasts for the end
of 2016 are for +3.6% YoY, higher than last month (at +3.5% YoY) driven by surprises in January’s monthly
figure. Meanwhile, GDP growth forecasts for 2016 declined to 1.9% (from 2.1%) despite the higher than
expected Imacec figure in December 2015, while expectations for 2017 declined to 2.5% (from a previous
2.8%). Finally, in terms of monetary policy, the survey’s results indicated a pause in rates at 3.50% at
today’s meeting (as we also expect), and only a 25 bps increase to 3.75% during this year.

 What to watch for today

Mexico - Industrial output index (December, 9 a.m.  EST)
We estimate that December's industrial output index growth will be 0.2% MoM and 0.3% YoY, both on a
semi-annual basis sa. Note that in the previous month this indicator decreased by 0.5% MoM and the YoY
rate was 0.0%, both on a semi-annual basis sa. Our estimate and the observed data show a weak
performance of industrial output throughout 2015.

Chile - Monetary policy meeting (February, 5 p.m. EST)
Despite the higher than expected monthly inflation figure during January, we expect a pause in monetary
normalisation. Nonetheless, the Board will also evaluate a 25 bps hike in rates, but the pause option should
prevail on the back of both sluggish aggregate activity figures and higher external risks.

Peru - Monetary policy meeting (February, 6.30 p.m. EST)
There are two reasons for raising the policy rate once again. The first one, (inflation and) inflation
expectations kept going up in January. The CB has been increasing its policy rate over the past few months
because of that. The second one, the comparatively high output print we anticipate for December (above 5%
YoY), to be released next week. This could favour business confidence and thus give some room for another
rate hike. On the other hand, there are two reasons for pausing in February. Even if output as a whole were
to showed better prints from now on, those economic activities which more closely reflect trends in domestic
demand (and where monetary policy has a greater impact) remain sluggish and there are no clear signs of
improvement in the coming months. Another rate hike could be too much after an already cumulative 75 bps
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increase since September 2015. The other reason is that preliminary estimates for February CPI surprisingly
point to a fairly low number. If that proves to be right, it could contain inflationary expectations, giving the CB
some room to pause and keep its powder dry. After weighing up these elements, we are by a small margin
inclined to think that the CB will raise its rate by 25 bps in February, to 4.25%.
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Calendar indicators  

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description 
02.10.2016 Chile: Outlook 1Q16 (In Spanish)
02.09.2016 Colombia: Trends and Long-term Outlook for Energy Supply and Demand
02.08.2016 Chile: January's CPI grows 0.5% mom influenced by public fees and cigarettes
02.05.2016 Colombia: El Niño drives up inflation
02.05.2016 Chile: GDP grows 2% in 2015 with an Imacec above expectations (In Spanish)
02.05.2016 Brazil: Inflation surprises strongly to the upside
02.04.2016 Mexico: No change in fondeo rate. The tone turned restrictive (In Spanish)
02.03.2016 Mexico: Fondeo rate unchanged at 3.25% (In Spanish)
02.02.2016 Peru: Inflation keeps rising, as expected
02.01.2016 Chile: We forecast CPI in January 2016 at 0.3% MoM (In Spanish)
02.01.2016 Chile: Although the fiscal deficit closed at 2.2% of GDP in 2015, the room for

fiscal manoeuvre will narrow
01.29.2016 Mexico: The peso appreciated nearly 2.0% over the week due to rising oil prices
01.29.2016 Colombia: BanRep increased its monetary policy rate to 6% in line with

expectations
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/colombia-trends-and-long-term-outlook-for-energy-supply-and-demand/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20160209&utm_content=Colombia%20%7C%20Trends%20and%20Long-term%20Outlook%20for%20Energy%20Supply%20and%20Demand
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-ipc-enero-de-05-mm-explicado-sobre-70-por-timbres-y-estampillas-y-cigarrillos/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20160208&utm_content=Chile%20%7C%20IPC%20enero%20de%200%2C5%25%20m%2Fm%20explicado%20sobre%2070%25%20por%20Timbres%20y%20Estampillas%20y%20Cigarrillos
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/colombia-el-nino-drives-up-inflation/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20160208&utm_content=Colombia%20%7C%20El%20Ni%C3%B1o%20drives%20up%20inflation
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-economia-termina-creciendo-2-el-2015-tras-imacec-de-diciembre-sobre-expectativas/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20160205&utm_content=Chile%20%7C%20Econom%C3%ADa%20termina%20creciendo%202%25%20el%202015%20tras%20Imacec%20de%20diciembre%20sobre%20expectativas
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/brazil-inflation-surprises-strongly-to-the-upside/?utm_source=instant&utm_medium=enlace%20publicaci%C3%B3n&utm_campaign=20160205&utm_content=Brazil%20%7C%20Inflation%20surprises%20strongly%20to%20the%20upside
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-tasa-de-fondeo-sin-cambio-tono-restrictivo-ante-mayores-riesgos-de-coyunt-actual/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-tasa-de-fondeo-sin-cambios-en-3-25/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/peru-inflation-keeps-rising-as-expected/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-proyectamos-ipc-de-enero-2016-en-03-mm-ipcsae-de-06-mm/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/chile-although-fiscal-deficit-closed-at-2-2-in-2015-room-for-maneuver-will-narrow/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/chile-although-fiscal-deficit-closed-at-2-2-in-2015-room-for-maneuver-will-narrow/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/mexico-weekly-the-peso-appreciated-nearly-2-0-over-the-week-due-to-rising-oil-prices/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/colombia-banrep-increased-its-monetary-policy-rate-to-6-in-line-with-expectations/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/colombia-banrep-increased-its-monetary-policy-rate-to-6-in-line-with-expectations/
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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